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New Trends in the Design of Life Saving Equipment
Let us start by outlining a few challenges
We face
1. a regulated environment
2. a traditional thinking environment
3. an environment with many economical drivers
But we also face an environment that puts safety first and in
many aspects realizes the need for change

New Trends in the Design of Life Saving Equipment

New Trends = Innovation

The drivers toward change and new trends

There are some strong drivers that sets new trends.
• Ships grow in size and capacity
• Operational requirements leads to new demands
• Regulations change the scene
• A wish to improve on crew safety and crew training

Evolution of Lifeboats
• From open to closed design
• From max 150 persons in capacity to 460 persons
• New hook design and fall prevention

Evolution of inflatable LSA evacuation systems
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Novel equipment – also called AES (Alternative Evacuation System)

Few key features

Impact on ship design
1. Large reduction of equipment
2. Less maintenance, testing
and operation interruption
3. One deck freed for additional
cabins or other space
4. Great impact on general layout
 Deck height and steel structure
 No overhang
 Assembly stations and evacuation routes
Competitive overall service and operation costs.

The safe rescue process
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Safe Evacuation

Staying in a safe environment

Safe Rescue

The LifeCraft™ System is designed for optimal performance in all three phases.
1. Safe and reliable launching appliance, securing smooth evacuation
2. Optimal environment while awaiting rescue
3. Clear and safe rescue zones for transfer

Viking LifeCraft
In the rescue and recovery phase
 Clearly marked approached zone for helicopters and others
 Rescue zone for passengers and crew at the gangway in
the LifeCraftTM
 Large opening in the canopy for safe and easy rescue
to vessel or helicopter
 200 persons capacity per craft is a manageable size in the
recovery phase of an rescue operation

VIKING LifeCraft
The unique environment
 One level seating for 200 persons
 A quiet environment – no engine noise
 Good air quality – air circulation and no engine emission
 Optimal crew and passenger contact
 Moves with the sea not against it – no acceleration forces
 No propulsion necessary to remain stable at any sea stage
 Space to move around and lay down
Lifeboat vs. LifeCraft seating

Maximized maneuverability
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VIKING LifeCraft™ System Advantages
Launch and evacuation phase
 Uses known and reliable technologies for the launch process
 Provides safe, protected evacuation with the
new chute system
 Moves from the vessel to a safe position in 5 minutes
 Has superior maneuverability for rescuing persons in water
 Maintains position for more than 24 hours
while awaiting rescue
 Uses green energy for propulsion

Launching and embarkation arrangement
Features

Lowering
Winch 

 Compact stowage
 Operated by gravity and stored mechanical power
 Sequential deployment process
 Simple and minimum handling for crew members
 All capacity in one go
 Closed environment
 Designed weight – 37,800 kg
 Lifting weight – 13,500 kg

Davit arms

LifeCraft™ - four units


The commercial version – On deck

The commercial version – LifeCraft Unit

LifeCraft™ Unit – Bridge monitoring

Fig. 1 - Four LifeCrafts™ on a lifting yoke along with supporting modules in the container

